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Abstract: Traffic accidents are often caused by improper lane changes. Although the safety of lane-
changing has attracted extensive attention in the vehicle and traffic fields, there are few studies
considering the lateral comfort of vehicle users in lane-changing decision-making. Lane-changing
decision-making by single-step dynamic game with incomplete information and path planning based
on Bézier curve are proposed in this paper to coordinate vehicle lane-changing performance from
safety payoff, velocity payoff, and comfort payoff. First, the lane-changing safety distance which
is improved by collecting lane-changing data through simulated driving, and lane-changing time
obtained by Bézier curve path planning are introduced into the game payoff, so that the selection of
the lane-changing start time considers the vehicle safety, power performance and passenger comfort
of the lane-changing process. Second, the lane-changing path without collision to the forward vehicle
is obtained through the constrained Bézier curve, and the Bézier curve is further constrained to
obtain a smoother lane-changing path. The path tracking sliding mode controller of front wheel
angle compensation by radical basis function neural network is designed. Finally, the model in the
loop simulation and the hardware in the loop experiment are carried out to verify the advantages of
the proposed method. The results of three lane-changing conditions designed in the hardware in
the loop experiment show that the vehicle safety, power performance, and passenger comfort of the
vehicle controlled by the proposed method are better than that of human drivers in discretionary
lane change and mandatory lane change scenarios.

Keywords: autonomous vehicles; lane-changing; decision-making; path planning

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

With the increase in the number of vehicles, the fatality in traffic accidents keeps
rising. According to a survey by the World Health Organization (WHO), approximately
1.24 million people were killed in road traffic accidents in 2010 [1]; this number has soared
to 1.35 million in 2016 [2] and has remained stubbornly high in recent years. Furthermore,
more than 90% of traffic accidents are caused by human error [3]. The drivers’ inaccurate
estimation of traffic status or illegal operation under lane-changing conditions are the main
factors of various traffic accidents [4,5]. Therefore, the safety of lane-changing has attracted
extensive attention in the vehicle and traffic fields.

Vehicle lane-changing is a complex condition [6]. Successful lane-changing requires
the driver to find an appropriate insertion position in the target lane, control the distance
between the vehicle and the front vehicle, and maintain a safe driving position. The
function of a lane-changing assistance system is to select an appropriate lane-changing
time, plan a reasonable lane-changing path, and further coordinate the vehicle dynamic
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performance to realize lane-changing operation. The core of the control system includes
three parts: early warning and decision-making, path planning, and path tracking. The
analysis of the research status will be carried out from the above three aspects.

1.2. Literature Review and Analysis

A lane-changing early warning and decision-making system mainly determines when
the vehicle changes its lane and directly affects the vehicle lane-changing safety. Dang
et al. [7] realized the lane-changing warning function by vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) commu-
nication. However, the maturity and popularization of V2V communication still need more
time. Song et al. [8] used global positioning system and real-time kinematic (GPS-RTK)
positioning technology to achieve high-precision vehicle positioning, which could be used
to calculate the vehicles’ interval. Zhu et al. [9] classified and recognized drivers’ driving
characteristics based on machine learning, and introduced the parameters considering
drivers’ characteristics into the following vehicle safety distance to adjust lane-changing
decision time. Nevertheless, a long time of data accumulation is needed to realize the
recognition of driving characteristics. Butakov and Ioannou [10] collected a large amount
of lane-changing related data to understand the reaction characteristics of drivers and
vehicles in different driving environments before and during lane-changing, which pro-
vided a data basis for the relevant research. By comparing the relative distance between
vehicles when drivers change lanes with the traditional headway safety distance, it can be
found that the distance between the driver and front vehicle when drivers change the lanes
may be less than the safety time distance. Because the distance between vehicles is often
less than the safety distance in the real driving environment, the lane-changing decision
based on vehicle interval is obviously not in line with the real scene. When there is a car
behind the target lane, the lane-changing can be described as the game between the host
car and the car behind the target lane. Yu et al. [11] introduced driver aggressiveness into
game theory to design lane-changing decision-making to simulate human drivers. Meng
et al. [12] combined receding horizon control into game theory and proved the effectiveness
of the method through traffic case simulation. Cao et al. [13] established lane-level link
performance function to evaluate the driving efficiency of the lane-changing behavior, to
improve the macroscopic traffic flow efficiency.

In terms of path planning, there are two common methods, i.e., stochastic and kine-
matic methods [10]. Although the stochastic method can be used for dynamic planning
according to the traffic environment, its planning results are difficult to accurately solve the
physical parameters such as the expected yaw rate, which is not conducive to the design
of the path tracking controller. The main methods based on kinematic are Polynomial
curve [14,15], Clothoid curve [16], Bézier curve [17], and B-spline curve [18]. The kinematic
method can describe the lane-changing path in the form of the equation which makes
up for the defect of stochastic method, but it is difficult to constrain the path through
the vehicle position relationship in the traffic environment. Bae et al. [19] designed a
lane-changing path based on the quintic Bézier curve and compared it with the cubic Bézier
curve. However, the constraints on the control points only consider the vehicle driving
parameters of the starting point and the end point, and therefore there is a lack of basis
for the selection of other constraint points. In addition, Mukai and Kawabe [20] used the
multiparameter programming method to solve the problem of lane-changing decision
and optimal path generation of model predictive control, but the scene construction was
relatively simple and could not represent the real driving situation. Hu et al. [21] designed
several cost functions to realize real-time path planning and optimal path selection, and
the proposed method achieves real-time path planning and speed planning.

In the path tracking, the representative control methods are model predictive control,
intelligent control, and sliding mode control. Falcone et al. [22] used the model predictive
control to design an active steering path tracking controller. The LTV-MPC method achieved
similar performance with nonlinear model predictive control at a lower hardware cost.
Naranjo et al. [23] designed an overtaking system with path tracking and lane-changing
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functions using fuzzy controller. Ren et al. [24] designed the lane-changing path for the
curve road and used the nonsingular terminal sliding mode controller to track the lane-
changing path. Wu et al. [25] combined sliding mode control with active disturbance
rejection control for path tracking, and compared with model predictive control, the
effectiveness of the method was verified.

In the vehicle lane-changing system, the upper-level system’s decision on lane-
changing instruction will have an impact on vehicle power performance and driving
comfort when changing lane. Although Yu et al. [11], Meng et al. [12], and Cao et al. [13]
verified that the designed decision-making method could improve the efficiency of macro-
scopic traffic flow, it lacked consideration of automobile power performance and driving
comfort in the decision-making method. Liniger et al. [26] formulated three different
racing games to study the game between automatic racing cars, which are of great value to
promote the research of lane-changing games, and it was necessary to modify the focus
of the payoff when applied to the passenger car system. In the aspect of path planning,
the frequently used quintic polynomial path planning method [27] can easily obtain the
yaw rate and lane-changing path. However, it can only adjust the lane-changing path by
changing the whole process time, and therefore it is difficult to restrain the driving path
through the distance relationship among the surrounding vehicles. The Bézier curve can be
adjusted by constraint points, which is more flexible than the polynomial. Bulut et al. [28]
compared the cubic Bézier curve with the quintic Bézier curve. The results showed that
compared with the cubic Bézier curve, the variation of the quintic Bézier curve on velocity,
lateral acceleration, longitudinal, and lateral jerk was more reasonable.

1.3. Paper Contribution and Organization

In order to improve the above shortcomings, the automatic lane-changing decision-
making based on game theory with Bézier curve path planning is proposed. This paper
has made the following contributions to the automatic vehicle lane-changing system. (I) In
this paper, the existing safety distance model is improved, and the key parameters of the
model are optimized through the lane-changing data of the human driver. (II) Through a
single-step dynamic game with incomplete information, the safety payoff, comfort payoff,
and velocity payoff are taken into account for the lane-changing system and achieve the
balance in the optimization. (III) The lane-changing time calculated by the path planning
layer is taken as an important parameter to ensure the safety and comfort of lane-changing,
which realizes the strong coupling of decision layer and planning layer. The proposed
algorithm can better adapt to both discretionary lane change (DLC) and mandatory lane
change (MLC). This paper mainly studies the typical expressway driving environments as
shown in Figure 1, in which Car.0 is the host car, Car.1 is the front car in the current lane,
Car.2 is the front car in the target lane, and Car.3 is the rear car in the target lane.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the lane-changing safety
distance is improved by collecting lane-changing data. In Section 3, the payoff function of
the lane-changing decision-making method based on game theory is analyzed. In Section 4,
the control points of the quintic Bézier curve are constrained to obtain the lane-changing
path without forward collision. Based on the vehicle linear two-degree-of-freedom model,
the path tracking sliding mode controller of front wheel angle compensation by radical
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basis function (RBF) neural network is designed. In Section 5, the model-in-the-loop (MIL)
simulation, driving simulation test, and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) verification are carried
out. Section 6 is the discussion, and the conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Lane-Changing Safety Distance

There are some driving parameters in the widely used Gipps car following model [29],
which is difficult to obtain in the actual environment, so the headway safety distance
model [30] is selected. The headway safety distance model is based on the time differ-
ence between the adjacent front and rear vehicles passing through the specified point in
turn. When the relative speed of the two cars is small, there is an approximately linear
relationship between the headway time and the distance of the two cars. Based on this, the
following models are established:

Dt = Vmtd + l (1)

where Dt is the safety distance based on headway, td is the headway time, generally
1.2–2.0 s, Vm is the rear car speed, and l is the safety margin, generally taken as 2–5 m [31].

Considering that the speed of the rear car often changes with the speed of the front car
under the car-following condition, a safety distance margin is needed. When the braking
distance model of the driver for emergency braking is applied to the car-following scenario,
we get

Da =
(

Vm −Vf

)
τ +

ti
2
+

(
Vm −Vf

)2

2amax
+ l (2)

where Vf is the front car speed; Da is the braking distance; τ is the sum of driver reaction
time and brake system coordination time, generally taken as 0.8–1.0 s; ti is the growth time
of braking deceleration, generally taken as 0.1–0.2 s; and amax is the maximum braking
deceleration that can be achieved during braking, generally taken as 6–8 m/s2.

It can be seen that the main influencing factor of the safety distance model based
on the headway is the host car speed without considering the relative speed of adjacent
vehicles. The braking distance model focuses on the relationship with the relative speed
and is not sensitive to the speed of the host car. In order to make up for the shortcomings of
the two models and achieve complementary advantages, the fusion safety distance (FSD)
can be obtained as follows.:

Dc =

{
q1Dt + q2Da Vm > Vf
q1Dt + q2l Vm ≤ Vf

(3)

where Dc is the fusion of safety distance, q1 is the weight coefficient of safety distance based
on headway, and q2 is the weight coefficient of braking distance model. When Vm ≤ Vf ,
the safety margin is used to replace the braking distance model.

Left lane-changing and right lane-changing often occur in the real driving process, and
the steering characteristics of left lane-changing and right lane-changing are similar [32].
On the basis of the specific left lane-changing scene, the specific analyses of the safety
distance between Car.0 and other cars are carried out as follows.

Based on (3), analyzing Car.0 and Car.1 may have a rear-end collision during the
lane-changing process. It is necessary to consider the safety distance under emergency
braking and lane changing, and the safety distance to avoid the rear-end collision is

S01 =

 MAX

(
V0 −V1

tlc
2 + L + W

2 sinθ ,

q1V0td + q2

(
(V0 −V1)τ + ti

2 + V0−V1
2

2amax

)
+ l

)
, V0 > V1

q1V0td + l , V0 ≤ V1

(4)

where V0 is the speed of Car.0, V1 is the speed of Car.1, S01 is the safety distance between
Car.0 and Car.1, tlc is the time for Car.0 to change its lanes, L is the length of both car, W is
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the width of both car, and θ is the Car.0’s heading angle when it collides with Car.1. As
Car.0 is generally near the center line of the lane at this time, θ = θmax.

The collision between Car.0 and Car.2 occurs after the beginning of the lane-changing.
Therefore, while ensuring the safety distance for the lane-changing, a safe car-following
distance should be reserved for Car.0 after entering the target lane to avoid subsequent
rear-end collisions. According to the analysis of possible collisions based on the FSD, it can
be concluded that the safety distance of Car.0 to avoid rear-end collision or side scraping
with Car.2 as shown in (5), where S02 is the FSD between Car.0 and Car.2, and V2 is the
speed of Car.2.

S02 =

{
V0 −V2

tlc
2 + L− W

2 sinθ + q1V0td + q2

(
(V0 −V2)·τ + ti

2 + V0−V2
2

2amax

)
, V0 > V2

q1V0th + l , V0 ≤ V2
(5)

The situation where Car.3 collides with Car.0 occurs at the end of lane-changing. At
this time, Car.0 has entered into the target lane, the steering wheel angle is about to return
to zero, and the heading angle θ of Car.0 is very small. Considering the above conditions,
based on the FSD, the possible collision with Car.3 is analyzed, and the safety distance to
avoid the rear-end collision of Car.3 can be expressed as (6), where S03 the safety distance
between Car.0 and Car.3, and V3 is the speed of Car.3.

S03 =

{
V3 −V0

3tlc
4 + L + q1V3td + q2

(
(V3 −V0)·τ + ti

2 + V3−V0
2

2amax

)
, V3 > V0

q1V3th + l , V3 ≤ V0
(6)

Lane-changing habits of human driver is affected by age, gender, experience, etc. [33].
In order to ensure the authenticity of lane-changing related parameters in the model,
83 drivers with different driving experience and ages are specially invited for lane-changing
operation on the driving simulator. Due to the difference between the subjective feeling of
driving simulator and real vehicle, each driver is given a period of operation training.

After completing the training, 83 drivers changed the lanes left and right for a total of
672 times. The final results are shown in Table 1, where tlc is the average lane-changing
time, SDt is the standard deviation corresponding to tlc, θmax is the average maximum
heading angle, and SDθ is the standard deviation corresponding to the θmax. The last
column in Table 1 is the total number of left and right lane-changing, and tlc, SDt, θmax,
SDθ , corresponding to the total lane-changing number. From Table 1, it can be concluded
that the average value of the maximum heading angle is 3.20◦, which indicates that the
assumption that the maximum heading angle appears during lane-changing process is
reasonable, and the average lane-changing time of 5.17 s is close to the 5.48 s [34]. The
standard deviation corresponding to the lane-changing time and the maximum heading
angle are small, which implies that the data are concentrated. According to the statistics of
this lane-changing simulation data, 86.41% of the lane-changing time are in the interval
(3.7, 6.3), so the change range of tlc is taken as an integer of (3, 7), and the speed change
range is set to 16~33 m/s. The changing rule of the lane-changing safety distance with tlc
is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Results of driving simulation lane-changing experiment.

Left Lane-Changing Right Lane-Changing General

Number of times 347 325 672
tlc(s) 5.11 5.23 5.17
SDt 0.8002 0.9403 0.8703

θmax (deg) 3.33 3.10 3.20
SDθ 0.6410 0.6122 0.6266
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Through Figure 2, it can be found out that the greater the expected lane-changing time
tlc, the greater the lane-changing safety distance will be. Combining the data in Table 1,
tlc = 5.17 s is used to determine the lane-changing safety distance. The relevant parameters
in the lane-changing safety distance model have been determined shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of lane-changing safety distance model.

Parameter Value Unit

Vehicle length, L 4.2 m
Vehicle width, W 1.8 m
Safety margin, l 3 m

Maximum heading angle, θmax 3.20 deg
Expected time for lane− changing, tlc 5.17

Headway time, td 1.2 s
Braking deceleration increase time, ti 0.15 s

Driver′s reaction time and brake delay time, τ 0.9 s
Weight of the safety distance based on the headway, q1 0.65 -

Weight of braking distance model, q2 0.35 -
Maximum braking deceleration, amax 7 m/s2

3. Lane-Changing Decision-Making Based on Single-Step Dynamic Game with
Incomplete Information

If Car.3 refuses the lane-changing behavior of Car.0, it may cause a rear-end collision
or side scraping. If Car.3 accepts the lane-changing behavior of Car.0, Car.3 will slow
down and avoid Car.0. Therefore, there is a strong interaction between Car.0 and Car.3 in
lane-changing scenarios. Game theory is a powerful tool to study the interaction between
decision-makers [11]. The relationship between two cars can be regarded as players playing
lane-changing games. Game behavior can be defined as a definite mathematical object
which mainly includes three essential elements: player, strategy, and payoff [35]. First
of all, in the process of driving, the strategies of both players will be adjusted according
to the change of traffic environment, and the result of the game is determined once, so
the game type between players belongs to single-step dynamic game. Second, assuming
the relative distance and speed of the surrounding vehicles can be obtained by radar, but
for vehicles without V2V communication function, only the controlled vehicle (Car.0) can
obtain the payoff function of both players in the game, that is, the information obtained
by both players in the game is not complete. Finally, a single-step dynamic game with
incomplete information is selected to model the game relationship between Car.0 and Car.3
in the lane-changing scene.

As shown in Figure 3, Ci is the player, and dj
i is the corresponding strategy. When

two players play a single-step dynamic game, the dotted line connects the two possible
behaviors of C1 which means that C2 does not know what decision C1 will make. This
game is equivalent to C1 and C2 making a lane-changing decision at the same time, so that
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the extended game problem under incomplete information can be transformed into a static
game problem for solution [36]. The pure strategies produced by this game can be written
as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Pure strategies of the lane-changing game.

Player
Car.3

Lane-Changing/Accept Lane Keeping/Refuse

Car.0
(
U1

0 , U1
3
) (

U2
0 , U2

3
)

In Table 3, U1
0 is lane-changing payoff of Car.0, U2

0 is lane keeping payoff of Car.0, U1
3

is the payoff of Car.3 when Car.3 accepts Car.0’s lane-changing, and U2
3 is the payoff of

Car.3 when Car.3 refuses Car.0 to change its lane.

3.1. Safety Payoff

Taking Usa f ety as the safety payoff, the safety payoff function can be described as

Ui,p
sa f ety =


1 Dk ≥ Sk

ln
( Dk

Sk
+1
)

ln 2 l < Dk < Sk
−∞ Dk ≤ l

(7)

where i ∈ {0, 3}, 0 is corresponding to Car.0, and 3 is corresponding to Car.3; p ∈ {1, 2}, 1
means lane-changing or accepting lane-changing, 2 means lane keeping or refusing lane-
changing; k ∈ {02, 01, 03, 23}, 02 represents the relationship between Car.0 and Car.2, 01
represents the relationship between Car.0 and Car.1, 03 represents the relationship between
Car.0 and Car.3, and 23 represents the relationship between Car.2 and Car.3; The numbers
in i, p, and k play the role of codes, Dk is the distance between vehicles, and Sk is the
lane-changing safety distance.

It can be seen that when Dk < l, the safety payoff will directly reach −∞, prompting
Car.0 to change its lane immediately. Similarly, when Car.3 is close to Car.0, the payoff of
Car.3 will directly reach −∞ when it agrees Car.0 changes the lane. When Car.0 is close
to Car.3, the lane-changing behavior of Car.0 will not be carried out. If Car.0 is close to
Car.1, Car.0 will change its lane immediately. Assuming that the speed of all vehicles is
constant, when the above two situations occur at the same time, the collision loss caused
by lane-changing or not is judged by combining other payoff functions.

3.2. Velocity Payoff

For both players of the game, the vehicle’s current speed of the player is set as the
threshold that the player can continue to obtain, and the speed difference between the front
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vehicle and the player’s own vehicle is the payoff variable. According to this setting, the
velocity payoff Uv can be described as follows.

Ui,p
v =


1 vk ≥ 2vi

vk−vi
vi

0 < vk < 2vi

−1 vk = 0
(8)

When there is a stationary car ahead or vehicle is detected currently on the ramp and
needs to change its lane, the velocity payoff reaches the minimum value of −1. When the
target speed is equal to the current speed, the velocity payoff is 0. Because the speed of
each car on the road is basically within the speed limit range when driving at high speed,
the velocity gain reaches 1 when the target speed is twice the current speed.

The significance of the velocity payoff setting is that when the speed of Car.1 is greater
than the current speed or the expected speed of Car.0, Car.0 does not need to change its
lanes. When the speed of Car.1 is less than the current speed or the expected speed of Car.0,
the speed of Car.1 will be compared with the speed of Car.2. If the speed of Car.2 can better
meet the velocity payoff of Car.0, the lane-changing demand will be generated. That is to
say, the earlier the lane-changing is completed, the better the vehicle power performance
will be.

3.3. Comfort Payoff

When the speed of the preceding car is lower than the speed of the host car, the host
car choosing to brake or change its lane to avoid the collision is needed. However, when
the relative speed difference is large, the small lane-changing time is needed, the short
lane-changing time will cause large lateral acceleration. Which is bad to the comfort of
passengers. Therefore, connecting the lane changing time obtained from (14) and the
comfort payoff. The comfort payoff Ucom f ort is

Ui,p
com f ort =

{ 2
1+e−tca − 2 vi > vk

0 vi ≤ vk
(9)

where tca is half of the total lane-changing time shown in (14). The big speed difference
between the preceding car and the host car will cause a small tca, and the time reserved for
the driver to change the lanes is also very short. That is, the big lateral acceleration will be
generated during lane-changing, leading to the worse comfort of passengers. The changing
trend of Ucom f ort − tca is shown in Figure 4. It is indicated that when tca is more than 2.5 s,
the change of Ucom f ort is relatively gentle, while when tca is less than 2.5 s, the comfort
payoff decreases sharply, which is consistent with the collected average lane-changing
time of human drivers. The change trend of Ucom f ort − tca meets the influence rule of
lane-changing time on lateral comfort.
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3.4. Total Payoff and Game Solution

The total payoff is a linear combination of safety payoff, velocity payoff, and comfort
payoff. α, β, and γ in (10) are the weights of corresponding payoff.

Upayo f f = αUsa f ety + βUv + γUcom f ort (10)

Excessive consideration of safety will reduce the lane-changing possibility, leading to
system conservativeness increased. On the contrary, weakening the consideration of safety
will increase the risk of collision [37]. This paper takes α = 0.5, β = 0.3, and γ = 0.2.

The game model has at least one equilibrium point, which can be calculated by the
change in the payoff function while driving. The problem of solving the equilibrium point
is transformed into a problem of extreme points for solving, as in (11).

C′2(d1) , d′2
d′2 =

{
Ud1,d′2

3 ≥ Ud1,d2
3 , d1 ∈ C1, d2 ∈ C2

}
d̂1 = argmax

(
Ud1

0 , Ud′2
0

)
d̂2 = argmax

(
Ud̂1

3 , Ud2
3

) (11)

where d1 and d2 are the decisions of Car.0 and Car.3, respectively; C1 and C2 are the strategy
sets of the two cars; C′2(d1) is the decision set of Car.3 after the decision of Car.0; d′2 is the
decision under the decision set; and d̂1, d̂2 are the final decisions of the two vehicles.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed game method, the MLC scenario
shown in Figure 5 designed in [11] is used for the simulation verification. Suppose the
decision-making method used in that paper is M1, and the decision-making method used
in this paper is M2. The comparison results are shown in Table 4. It can be seen from the
Table 4 that the method of M1 and M2 adopt the same lane-changing cut-in position in the
two scenarios of Test 1 and Test 2. In Test 3, the distance between Car.3 and Car.4 is only
10 m. At this time, Car.0 still choosing to insert gap 2 will have a greater impact on the
velocity payoff of Car.4, and it may even cause rear-end collision. Therefore, the proposed
method chooses to change the lane immediately when Car.4 overtakes Car.0. The price of
delaying the lane-changing operation is to produce greater lateral acceleration, that is, to
ensure driving safety by sacrificing part of the comfort. It is indicated that the proposed
game lane-changing decision is effective.
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Table 4. Lane-changing cut-in positions comparison.

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Parameter

v0 (m/s2) 10 10 10
D01 (m) 50 50 50
D02 (m) 10 10 10

v2 (m/s2) 15 15 15
D03 (m) −20 −8 −8

v3 (m/s2) 15 15 15
D04 (m) −30 −25 −18

v4 (m/s2) 15 15 15

Decision
M1 gap 1 gap 2 gap 2
M2 gap 1 gap 2 gap 3
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4. Lane-Changing Path Planning and Tracking Control

The lane-changing path needs the lateral speed and lateral acceleration of the starting
point and the ending point to be continuous, and the path can be constrained through
the control points according to the traffic environment. The first part of this section
will complete the lane-changing path planning by constraining the control points of the
quintic Bézier curve. In the case of MLC, the high accuracy of the path tracking controller
is required to control the vehicle interval accurately. There are some assumptions and
simplifications in vehicle modeling, which will inevitably lead to the decline of tracking
control accuracy [38]. Therefore, in the second part of this section, RBF neural network
is used to compensate the vehicle front wheel angle modeling error under sliding mode
control (SMC).

4.1. Lane-Changing Path Planning Based on Bézier Curve

The Bézier curve was invented by Pierre Bézier and has been widely used in computer
graphics and animation [19]. Taking the lane direction as the coordinate X and the vertical
lane direction as the coordinate Y, the lane change path can be given in the form of the
parametric equation as

fx(j) = ∑5
i=0

(
5
i

)
(1− j)5−i jiPxi , (0 ≤ j ≤ 1)

fy(j) = ∑5
i=0

(
5
i

)
(1− j)5−i jiPyi , (0 ≤ j ≤ 1)

(12)

where Pxi and Pyi are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the control point Pi
(

Pxi, Pyi
)
,

respectively.
In order to meet the requirements of lane-changing lateral velocity and lateral ac-

celeration at the starting and ending to be continuous, the lane width h = 3.75 m, then
Py0 = Py1 = Py2 = 0; Py3 = Py4 = Py5 = h.

Setting the lane-changing starting point Px0 = 0, the vehicle-mounted radar is in-
stalled on the top of the vehicle. Considering that Car.0 may collide to Car.1 during the
lane-changing process (shown in Figure 6), the horizontal coordinates Px2 and Px3 of the
midpoint of the path are restricted shown in (13).

Px2 = Px3 = v0tc1 − Di
tc1 = D01

v0−v1

Di ≈ Li cos
(

arctan
(

W
2L f

)
− θ
) (13)

where tc1 is the time for Car.0 to rear-end Car.1, Di is the longitudinal distance between the
vehicle-mounted radar of Car.0 and the closest point of Car.1, and Li is the linear distance
between the vehicle-mounted radar and the closest point of Car.1. As θ is small, Li ≈ l + La
and La ≈ L f , where L f is the distance from the vehicle-mounted radar to the front bumper
of Car.0.
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Then, tca for the vehicle to reach the lane-changing midpoint can be obtained as

tca =
Px2

v0 − v1
(14)

Because Px5 = 2Px2, the control point Px5 has also been constrained. Setting that Px1
and Px4 are symmetrical about (Px2, h

2 ), so we get{
Px1 = Px2−Px0

i (i ≥ 1)
Px4 = Px5 − Px5−Px3

i (i ≥ 1)
(15)

Take i as an integer between [1,10] to draw Bézier curve shown in Figure 7a. It can
be found out that when Px5 = 2Px2, h1 = h2, and no matter what the value of i is, the
curve will always pass (Px2, h

2 ), which also verifies the constraints setting of P0
(

Px0, Py0
)
,

P2
(

Px2, Py2
)
, P3

(
Px3, Py3

)
, and P5

(
Px5, Py5

)
are correct and reasonable. In addition, the

curve gradually tends to be flat with i increasing. Therefore, it can be judged that with the
increase of i, the maximum yaw rate generated by the vehicle in the tracking process is
decreased. In order to verify this conjecture, according to (16), the change trend of yaw rate
corresponding to different values of i is obtained shown in Figure 7b.

k(j) =
.
fx(j)

..
fy(j)−

.
fy(j)

..
fx(j)( .

fx
2
(j)+

.
fy

2
(j)
) 3

2

ω(j) =
.
fx(j)k(j)

(16)

where k(j) is the curvature of the path and ω(j) is the yaw rate; j ∈ [0, 1].
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In Figure 7b, the maximum yaw rate that is generated by the planned path decreases
with the increase of i, which is conducive to providing better dynamism and comfort
during the lane-changing process. However, with increases in i, a greater rate of change
in yaw will be generated near the starting and ending points of the lane-changing curve,
which may cause passengers to become anxious when subjected to an instantaneously
increasing lateral force. When i > 5, the decrease in yaw rate caused by the increase of i is
small, so i = 5 is chosen to constrain Px1 and Px4 in this paper.

4.2. Path Tracking Controller

In the design of the path tracking controller, the following reasonable assumptions are
put forward: (1) Ignore the roll, pitch, and vertical movement of the vehicle. (2) The vehicle
lateral acceleration during the lane-changing is small, and the tires can be assumed working
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in the linear region. (3) The controller directly controls the front wheel angle. (4) The road
surface is flat. Based on the above assumptions, the vehicle linear two-degree-of-freedom
model built shown in (17).

[ .
vy.
ωc

]
=

 −C f +Cr
mvx

aC f−bCr
mvx

− vx
−aC f +bCr

Izvx
− a2C f +b2Cr

Izvx

[ vy
ωc

]
+

[ C f
m

aC f
Iz

]
δ f (17)

where vx is the longitudinal velocity; vy is the lateral velocity; ωc is the yaw rate; δ f is the
turning angle of the front wheels; m is the mass of the vehicle; C f and Cr are the cornering
stiffnesses of the front and rear axles, respectively; and a and b are the distances from the
center of mass to the front and rear axles, respectively.

There are some unavoidable disturbances during vehicle driving. In order to improve
the robustness of the path tracking controller, the design of the sliding mode surface is

s = ce +
.
e , c > 0 (18)

where e = ϕ− ϕr, ϕ is the actual yaw angle of the vehicle, and ϕr is the desired yaw angle.

.
s = −ηsgn(s)− ks , η > 0, k > 0 (19)

Differentiating (18) and combining with (17) and (19), we get

δeq =
( .
ωr + cωr + ( f1 − c)

.
ωc − f2vy − ηsgn(s)− ks

)
/ f3 (20)

where f1 =
(

a2C f + b2Cr

)
/Izvx; f2 =

(
−aC f + bCr

)
/Izvx; f3 = aC f /Iz; ωr is the desired

yaw angle velocity;
.

ωc is the actual yaw angle acceleration.
In order to reduce the chattering of the path tracking system, the saturation function

shown in (21) is used instead of the symbolic function.

sat(s) =
{

s |s| < 1
sgn(s) |s| ≥ 1

(21)

Past research has shown that any nonlinear function over a compact set with arbitrary
accuracy can be approximated by an RBF neural network [39], and the solution is hard
to fall into the local optimal. Considering the inevitable error of the built model, the RBF
neural network is used to compensate the front wheel angle by the sliding mode control.
The input value of the RBF neural network is X =

[
s

.
s
]
, and the performance index

function of the RBF neural network is E = s
.
s. The number of neurons in the hidden layer

of the neural network is m, and the output layer has one neuron. The Gaussian radial basis
function of the hidden layer is

hn = exp

(
−||X− cn||2

2bn2

)
n = 1, 2, . . . , m. (22)

The compensation value of RBF neural network to the front wheel angle is obtained
as follows:

δsw = WT H (23)

where W is the neural network weight vector, W = [w1 w2 . . . wm]
T ; H = [h1 h2 . . . hm]

T .
Then, the front wheel angle control law with the path tracking SMC compensated by

RBF (SMC-RBF) is as follows:
δ f = δeq + δsw (24)

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed tracking control method, the lane-
changing path tracking results of SMC and SMC-RBF are compared in MIL simulation
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environment. The vehicle speed is 25 m/s, the total lane changing time is 5.1 s, and the
simulation time is 10 s. The results are compared in Figure 8.
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Figure 8a shows that although the sliding mode controller can complete path tracking
without compensation by RBF, vehicle lateral error reaches 0.1524 m, which will have a
greater impact in emergency lane changing scenes. In Figure 8b,c, the errors between
the heading angle, the yaw rate and the reference values are reduced under RBF angle
compensation. After the RBF is applied to compensate the angle, the accuracy of path
tracking is greatly improved, and the maximum lateral error is only 0.0317 m. It shows
that the designed path tracking sliding mode controller of front wheel angle compensation
by RBF greatly improves the accuracy of path tracking.

5. Simulation and Result Analysis

In the Section 3, the effectiveness of the game lane-changing decision-making method
is verified by simulation. In Section 4, the lane-changing curve is obtained by controlling
the constraint points of Bézier curve, and SMC-RBF is used for path tracking. In this section,
the advantages of the proposed method will be analyzed and discussed considerably by
compared with the traditional method (decision-making by time to collision and quintic
polynomial curve path planning) through MIL, and human driver through HIL.

5.1. MIL Simulation

In MIL simulation, a game decision-making method, a time-based decision-making
method, Bézier curve path planning, and quintic polynomial path planning will be com-
bined and applied to further prove the effectiveness of game lane-changing decision-
making and Bézier curve path planning method (GT-B), and the influence of different
decision-making methods and lane-changing paths on passenger comfort will be discussed.
MIL simulation is carried out in Simulink/Carsim environment. Vehicle parameters are set
in Carsim shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Parameters of simulation vehicle.

Parameter Value Units

Distance from the center of mass to the front axis, a 1.232 m
Distance from the center of mass to the rear axis, b 1.468 m

Vehicle mass, m 1520 kg
Total lateral stiffness of front axle, C f 66,900 N/rad
Total lateral stiffness of rear axle, Cr 62,700 N/rad

The moment of inertia, Iz 3965 kg·m2

Build a traffic scene in Carsim (Figure 9), and perform a simulation with 15 s.
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In Figure 10, GT-Bay is the lateral acceleration generated by tracking the Bézier curve
under game decision-making; GT-Pay is the lateral acceleration generated by tracking the
quintic polynomial curve under game decision-making; T-Bay is the lateral acceleration
generated by tracking Bézier curve based on time to collision decision-making; T-Pay is the
lateral acceleration generated by tracking the quintic polynomial curve based on the time
to collision decision-making. The lateral acceleration division is shown in Table 6 where
amax = 0.4g [40].
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Table 6. Classification of lateral acceleration intensity.

Level Lateral Acceleration Range (m/s2) Code Name

Normal-level 0 ≤ ay < (0.1− 0.0013vx)g boundary A
Strong-level (0.1− 0.0013vx)g ≤ ay < (0.22− 0.002vx)g boundary B

Restricted-level (0.22− 0.002vx)g ≤ ay < 0.67amax boundary C
Maximum-level 0.67amax ≤ ay < 0.85amax boundary D

Compared with the lane-changing start time based on game theory and time to
collision decision-making in Figure 10, it can be found out that by the decision-making
method based on time to collision delays the lane-changing starting time is at 1.7 s. Owing
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to the close distance to Car.1 at this time, the first half of the lane-changing has to be
compressed to 1.8 s, making maximum lateral acceleration of Car.0 reach 1.6595 m/s2.
However, the vehicle by game decision-making starts to change its lane when the speed
of Car.1 is lower than Car.0, and the distance between Car.3 and Car.0 is large. As the
lane-changing start time is earlier, the first half of lane change can be controlled to 3.4 s
when the vehicle maximum lateral acceleration is only 0.4249 m/s2, reduced by 74.40%.
Earlier lane-changing can also enable Car.0 to reach the desired speed as soon as possible,
so that improving the vehicle velocity payoff. Comparing GT-Pay with GT-Bay, it can be
concluded that with the Bézier curve lane-changing path planning the maximum lateral
acceleration is reduced by 8.03% than the quintic polynomial lane-changing path planning,
and T-Bay also reduces 4.46% than T-Pay. The lane-changing path planned by the Bézier
curve can provide higher passenger comfort. Compared with T-Pay, which is close to
boundary B, the maximum lateral acceleration with GT-Bay is reduced by 75.54%, which
greatly improves the passenger comfort.

5.2. HIL Experiment

In order to analyze the difference of the decision-making and behavior differences
between the proposed lane-changing method and the human driver, and to collect some
lane-changing data of human drivers, it is necessary to invite drivers to conduct a real-car
driving test in the same scene. However, due to the low safety, poor repeatability, and
difficult scene modeling of real-car driving, it is decided to use driving simulator for HIL
driving experiment. The principle of driving simulator is shown in Figure 11a. The core
component of the system is the PXIe-8840RT real-time processor. NI VeriStand realizes the
communication between the computer and PXI real-time processor through the network
cable. The maximum simulation frequency in HIL experiment can reach 1000 Hz. In an
HIL experiment, the steering wheel angle is controlled by the control program through
the feedback information from Carmaker. In the driving experiment, the road and traffic
scenes are displayed to the driver on the monitors, and the driver directly controls the
steering wheel angle to realize the vehicle lateral movement.
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In the HIL experiment, in order to be close to the real road scene, the Hefei-Xuzhou
Section of G3 Jingtai Expressway in China is simulated in Carmaker to build a one-way
two-lane road with a total length of 700 m shown in Figure 11b. Three different traffic
environments are set shown in Figure 12. From the setting of the relationship between the
speed and distance of each vehicle, the software indicates that Case I represents a kind of
condition without driving danger. If the driver wants to reach a higher speed, the lane
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needs to be changed timely; Case II represents an emergency driving situation, that is, the
speed difference between the preceding car and the host car suddenly increases, and the
driver can choose to lane-changing or brake for car-following. Case III is a common lane
merging situation where the driver must perform lane-changing operations.
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Five people are randomly selected from 83 people who perform the simulated lane-
changing operations to conduct the driving tests in three scenarios. Before the simulated
driving, the driver is only informed of the host car (Car.0) speed and expected speed, and is
not given any imply to the driver’s operation. To facilitate the description of the simulation
results, the method proposed in this paper is referred to as GT-B in short. The code names
of the driving experiments in the three cases are A, B, C, D, and E, which do not represent
a specific driver. In order to simulate the speed fluctuation of the real high-speed vehicle
during stable driving and the detection error of the radar equipment, the speed of the
vehicle in the experiment is fluctuates in a sine curve with a fluctuation range of ±1 km/h,
and Car.0 cannot detect this small range of the speed fluctuations. That is to say, the speed
obtained in the lane-changing game decision-making is not accurate.

5.2.1. Case I

In Case I, the target speed of Car.0 is set as 33 m/s; at 2 s after the start of the
simulation, Car.3 surpasses Car.0 to become the new Car.2, and Car.2 surpasses Car.1 at
6 s. The relationship between decision time and vehicle distances of different drivers under
Case I is shown in Table 7, where D01min is the shortest distance between Car.0 and Car.1
when Car.0 crosses the lane, and D02min is the shortest distance between Car.0 and Car.2
when Car.0 crosses the lane. In order to express the process of Car.2 surpassing Car.1 more
visually, take the distance between vehicles calculated in Figure 13a as the relative distance
among vehicle-mounted radars, the relationship with the shortest distance among vehicles
is Dradar = Dmin + L. It can be seen from Figure 13a and Table 7 that the speed difference
between Car.1 and Car.2 is large, Car.0 chooses to follow up when Car.2 has not completely
surpassed Car.1 under GT-B control. Further, a longer total lane-changing time is calculated
by GT-B under the premise of ensuring a safety distance from the front vehicle, and the
passenger comfort of Car.0 is improved and the expected speed can be achieved earlier.
Three drivers choose to follow up when Car.2 does not completely surpass Car.1. This
decision-making result is the same as GT-B. Driver C quickly follows Car.3 and changes
the lane when the speed of Car.3 is judged to be high. Although the expected speed can be
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reached early, the driving safety of Car.0 will decrease if the distance to the vehicle in front
is closer. Before driver E starts to change lanes, D02 is already greater than S02, indicating
that lane change starting time of driver E is too conservative. The analysis shows that
decision-making of GT-B is more in line with the human driver’s perception of the driving
environment in Case I.

Table 7. Driving parameters of different drivers under Case I.

Driver Begin Time (s) Finish Time (s) D02min (m) D01min (m)

A 5.4 10.3 11.5 13.5
B 5.9 11.7 13.9 14.4
C 4.3 13.2 6.3 14.8
D 6.7 13.4 17.9 14.4
E 11.5 19.9 45.0 17.5

GT-B 5.3 13.3 11.0 13.5
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The vehicle path of driver B is compared with GT-B and shown in Figure 13b. The
traffic setting in Case I is no risk of collision when lane is changed in the current scene, so
GT-B chooses a longer lane-changing time, thus reducing the maximum lateral acceleration.
In Figure 13b, the maximum lateral acceleration of the vehicle under the control of GT-B is
only 0.32 m/s2, which is decreased by 36% than the maximum lateral acceleration of driver
B of 0.5 m/s2 in the simulation, so that the comfort of passengers is improved.

5.2.2. Case II

Unlike Case I, the difference between v1 and v0 in Case II is relatively large. In order to
achieve higher speed or maintain the current speed, the lane-changing is needed for Car.0.
The expected speed of Car.0 in Case II is set as 25 m/s. In Case II, two drivers choose to
brake and follow Car.1, so there is no relevant comparison in Table 8. The remaining three
drivers quickly judge the traffic situation after simulation beginning, and then all decisively
change their lanes. Driver A makes full use of the distance with Car.1, and compared with
driver B whose lane changing beginning time is close to driver A, the lateral acceleration of
driver A during lane-changing is greatly reduced. However, D01min generated by driver A
and B is less than the safety distance margin, and a certain safety hazard has existed.
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Table 8. Driving parameters of different drivers under Case II.

Driver Begin Time (s) Midpoint Time (s) Finish Time (s) D01min (m) aymax (m/s2)

A 1.3 3.4 6.2 2.3 1.4571
B 1.5 3.4 5.4 2.3 2.1989
C 0.6 2.5 5.9 7.2 2.1240

GT-B 0.2 3.1 6.1 4.0 0.6031

Figure 14a indicates that Car.3 starts to slow down gradually after Car.0 starts to
change its lanes to guarantee a safety distance between different cars. Under the same
deceleration with braking, the different lane-changing starting time of each driver leads to
final different car-following distances of Car.3. In the same way, if the car-following distance
is kept constant and the lane-changing starts later, Car.3 requires greater deceleration with
braking. Therefore, Car.0 starting lane-changing operation early has smaller impact on
other vehicles in traffic environment built in Case II.
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The lane-changing time of driver C is close to the lane-changing time under GT-B
control, so driver C and GT-B are selected for comparison shown in Figure 14. It can be seen
that at the lane-changing midpoint, the distance between Car.0 under the control of GT-B
and Car.1 is relatively close. Although there is no collision, it may have negative impact
on the psychology of the passengers in Car.0. Table 8 shows that the time from beginning
to midpoint is less than the time from midpoint to finish by human drivers, and human
drivers may be more accustomed to cutting into the target lane and then overtaking, rather
than overtaking during lane-changing. However, under dangerous situations, overtaking
during lane-changing is obviously a benefit choice for both vehicle safety and passenger
comfort. Figure 14b shows that the lateral acceleration of the vehicle driven by driver C
has exceeded boundary B and reached 2.1240 m/s2. Under the control of GT-B, the lateral
acceleration of Car.0 during lane-changing is still within boundary A, and its maximum
value is only 0.6055 m/s2, which is decreased by 71.49% than that by driver C.

5.2.3. Case III

Vehicle lane-changing conditions can be divided into (1) MLC due to environmental
constraints and (2) DLC to improve driving environment [41]. In Case III, the vehicle is
driving to a road condition that needs to be merged, such as driving into an underpass or
driving into a main road from a ramp, so the scene of Case III can be regarded as MLC.

Because v3 > v0 in Case III, and the distance between Car.3 and Car.0 is small, Car.0
can not quickly change its lanes. Therefore, Car.0 can only choose lane-changing after
Car.3 overtakes Car.0 and become the new Car.2. In the first test of driving experiment, all
five participants collide with Car.3 or the end of the road due to the emergency of Case
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III. As a result of the emergency of MLC, it will increase the mental load of drivers [42].
Therefore, under the suggestions and requirements of the participants, each participant is
given three opportunities to adapt to Case III, and the final data is obtained from the third
test results. Even so, there is still a driver who collides with Car.3 during the lane-changing.
The lane-changing time and vehicle distance of the remaining four drivers and GT-B control
are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Driving parameters of different drivers under Case III.

Driver Begin Time (s) Midpoint Time (s) Finish Time (s) D01min (m) D02min (m)

A 1.7 3.7 5.8 6.5 3.4
B 1.5 3.8 5.3 4 3.8
C 2.0 3.9 5.5 1.5 4.3
D 2.5 3.9 7.0 1.5 4.3

GT-B 2.0 3.7 5.4 6.5 3.4

Table 9 shows that no matter when the driver starts to change the lanes, their crossing
time is basically the same as that of vehicles under GT-B control. However, D01min generated
by driver C and driver D is only 1.5 m. Although the road space is fully utilized, this
lane-changing has certain risk. Only D01min generated by driver A and GT-B is more
reasonable. Judging from the lane-changing end time, the end time by GT-B is close to
driver B and driver C, so they can reach the expected speed ahead of time compared with
other experimental participants.

It can be determined from Table 9 and Figure 15a that as the front lane is about to end,
vehicle safety, power performance, and human comfort can be coordinated by GT-B, so
that Car.0 drives to the adjacent lane with 6.5 m away from the end of the lane. Driver
C with the same lane-changing start time is selected for comparison with GT-B shown in
Figure 15b. Although the vehicle lateral acceleration under the control of GT-B is at the
edge of boundary B, the lateral acceleration of vehicle driven by driver C already exceeds
boundary C. In addition, the shorter lane-changing time will lead to the larger heading
angle while crossing the lane. During turning the steering wheel to right after reaching the
target lane, the maximum lateral acceleration of 2.9676 m/s2 is generated by driver C, and
the maximum vehicle lateral acceleration under the control of GT-B is 1.8156 m/s2, which
is 38.82% lower than that of driver C. The lateral deviation distance of the vehicle relative
to the target lane center line by driver C reaches 0.375 m, and the close distance with the
left guardrail will aggravate the deviation of the vehicle owing to the wind pressure in
the case of high-speed driving, resulting in difficulty of the vehicle direction control. The
maximum deviation distance of the vehicle relative to the lane centerline by SMC-RBF
during the lane-changing is 0.125 m, and the vehicle can quickly return to the lane center.
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6. Discussion

Comparing the analysis of lane-changing process under the control of GT-B with
that of human drivers, it is obvious that vehicle safety, power performance, and human
comfort can be coordinated well by the GT-B method. In the common traffic situation
(Case I), part of vehicle power performance is sacrificed to guarantee driving safety, and the
lane-changing time is appropriately extended to obtain good human comfort. In emergency
situation (Case II), the vehicle’s performance is improved while guaranteeing its safety. In
a very emergency situation (Case III), part of the power performance and human comfort
are both sacrificed to make driving safety guaranteed. Moreover, vehicle performance by
GT-B method is superior to that by human drivers in lane-changing path planning and
vehicle lateral control. From the experiment results, it can be seen that GT-B method can
balance the payoffs generated by lane-changing, and obtain more rapid, smoother, and
safer lane-changing.

In order to simplify the lane-changing model, this paper makes some reasonable
assumptions, such as the speed changing in a small range and only considering lane-
changing in straight road. However, there are two conditions that may be needed to
be noticed: (I) When the surrounding vehicles decelerate or accelerate suddenly, the
lane-changing decision and the longitudinal motion of the host car will be affected. (II)
Although lane-changing in a curved road is not recommended, it is still necessary to design
an automatic lane-changing system that is safe for curved roads. When the vehicle is
driving in the curved road to avoid the obstacle, the appropriate decision results are very
important to ensure the vehicle and passengers’ safety. In the follow-up related research,
the decision-making and path planning method will be studied and optimized based on
the lane-changing in the curved road and consider longitudinal acceleration of each car in
the traffic flow. Herrmann et al. [43] optimized the velocity on the available paths for the
racing cars, which inspired velocity planning of host car in future study. The difference
is that the racing cars need to fully utilize the maximum possible tire forces, whereas the
passenger cars need to consider the impact of speed planning on ride comfort.

At present, the system is in the principle verification stage, so the vehicle distance
signal obtained in the simulation is accurate value, however any distance measurement
method has the error and noise. Vehicle state variables also need to be acquired through
sensors, and sensor signals are bound to have delays and noises. If the system designed
in this paper is to be applied to the actual vehicle in the future, it is necessary to study
the sensor signal fusion technology and the vehicle state parameter estimation system.
Although it is difficult to apply this method in the actual driving scene at present, the
experimental data presented in this paper would promote the development of autonomous
lane-changing systems and the further research based on this paper will help to reduce the
number of traffic accidents caused by lane-changing.

7. Conclusions

A game of lane-changing decision-making with Bézier curve path planning is pro-
posed in this paper which considers driving safety, power performance, and passenger
comfort comprehensively. Lane-changing safety distance is obtained by using 83 driver
lane-changing data. The lane-changing safety distance and lane-changing time calculated
by the path planning layer are considered in game payoff to enhance safety considerations,
which realizes the strong coupling between path planning layer and decision layer. The
results of the planning layer are returned to the decision layer as the input, which can
improve the security of the decision results. In addition, a detailed constrained optimiza-
tion method is proposed for Bézier curves, which improves the safety, traceability, and
comfort of the planned path. In the MIL simulation, it is proved that the method pro-
posed in this paper greatly improves the vehicle safety and passenger comfort. The HIL
experimental results indicate that the method proposed in this paper is superior to human
drivers in the selection of lane change time, the control of vehicle interval, and can achieve
the balance among vehicle safety, power performance and passenger comfort. In the HIL
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verification, there are not many driving scenarios, but the three lane-changing scenarios
are representative that can be used for comparative tests.

It is obvious that the method proposed in this paper can meet the requirements well
in the decision-making of lane-changing starting time, the total lane-changing time, the
lane-changing planning path, and the tracking control of planned path in both scenarios of
DLC and MLC. The results of this paper will accumulate experience for the further research.
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